Question No.: Advisors 1-6 Part No.: Addendum:

Question:

Please provide a list of all externalities to be included in certain cost-effectiveness screening tests, by year for as long as available and broken out by component if available, in native electronic format with all formulas and data sources in tact (i.e. Excel).

a. For all of the externalities provided above, please provide the corresponding monetized values (per kWh or per ton for emissions) in native electronic format with all formulas and data sources in tact (i.e. Excel).

Response:

Information responsive to this request has been designated as Highly Sensitive Protected Material ("HSPM") under the terms of the provisions of the Official Protective Order adopted pursuant to Council Resolution R-07-432 relative to the disclosure of Protected Material and is being provided in accordance with the same.

The cost-effectiveness screening tests performed in the Company’s DSM potential study will include an assumption regarding the cost of CO2. See the HSPM attachment for the reference CO2 price over the planning horizon assumed for BP18-U.